SYSTEM AREAS COVERED
Point of Sale, Inventory Control, Reporting, Data Interchange, Assistive Technology for the Desktop, Assistive Technology for the Handheld, Essentially the Same Blocking, Process Consulting, Training, Level III Credit Card Processing

ABOUT THE PROJECT
Point of Sale – Accelerando implemented Counterpoint SQL at BISM’s six Office Eagle locations, which sell a wide variety of office and cleaning supplies, including quality AbilityOne, SKILCRAFT and Commercial products

Inventory Control/Order Fulfillment – BISM required an inventory control system to procure, track, manage, and re-supply their inventory for the retail store. Wireless hand-held devices are also used.

AbilityOne Interface (ETS Blocking) by Accelerando – Accelerando works with over a dozen publicly-funded agencies across the United States to provide assistive technologies for the blind, as well as to interface their Counterpoint systems with the federally-mandated AbilityOne Program.

Assistive Technology Solutions – Accelerando’s Assistive Technology Solution (ATS) utilizes the speech engine already built into Microsoft Windows platform to speak only the practical elements of the Counterpoint SQL program. Written for both blind and visually-impaired users, Accelerando’s ATS offers a tight, audible workflow through the user’s mission-critical job responsibilities. Accelerando’s ATS is available in both desktop and wireless mobile environments. With the desktop solution, a blind user can clock-in/clock-out, perform point of sale activities, enter new customers, look-up items, process special orders and returns, and print item labels. With the mobile wireless solution, a blind user can perform job duties on the sales floor and in the warehouse, such as price checks, quantity checks, receiving, and transfers.

Training – Accelerando’s training program provided administrative, managerial, and end-user training for Counterpoint and Assistive Technologies for the Desktop and Handheld.

Level III Credit Card Processing – BISM’s utilizes Accelerando’s Level III application to allow for the processing of Level III transactions when purchasing cards are used. This enables extremely low rate structure as well as reporting information that can be used to meet nationwide agency requirements.

INSTALLATION DATE 2011 (Counterpoint SQL)